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A discussion on megatrends, 
global and retailing specific.

The only constant is … change!

Echo of the megatrends in Greece.

The real threat of crisis is to allow introvert 
daily practices to mask the opportunities 
from an ever-accelerating global 
transformation



Mega trends as transformative,  global forces that define the future world

common ground from numerous sources on megatrends, BCG/EY/McKinsey/PWC

6 defining mega-trends

Urbanization & Beyond

Cities powerful as nations.
Unprecendented shift South & 
East

Aging & New Health

Economies struggle to afford 
healthcare. Digital HealthCare. 
The  Emerging “Silver” class.

Disruptive Technology

Furious adoption of technology
Digital disruption accelerates 
Robotics and AI to a new level
Smart Sensing, e-WorkPlace

Global Integration 

Convergence across Business, 
Industry, Business  & State, in seek of 
Scale, Competitive Advantage, Speed

Innovating to Zero

Zero wastage, Zero Accidents, Zero 
Emissions. Resource scarcity drives 
innovation.

Crisis Economics

Continuous changes makes Drastic 
measures the norm.
Increasing role of State, Populism



Urbanization & Beyond
▷ Economic gravity shifts to South & East
▷ Cities as powerful nations
▷ Public-Private ventures provide city backbone
▷ Continuous investment in demanding city 

infrastructure and support services.
▷ Smart Mobility, Smart Energy, Smart Security, 

Smart Governance, Smart Health, …
▷ City-by-City growth model digital enabled 

expansion through exchange centers vs 
obsolete county  dominance games

Reflections Greece
• Vertically owned supply is inefficient. Merging 

capabilities provides scale & efficiency
• Simplify Reach and R2M. “Phy-gital” exchange 

centres to bridge reach gaps. 
“Phy-gital” enabled through Retail.

• Professionally marketed portfolios of Greek 
“Natural Authentic Product” (NAP )concepts 
deserve fair share in the new mega-cities of the 
East. 



Aging & New Health
▷ Health system sustainability due to 

demographics fragmentation, growing Silver 
Society and Urbanization.

▷ Fewer Health professionals due to heavier 
education thresholds vs other income sources

▷ Health care becomes value added service 
addressing socio-economic fragmentation.

▷ Digital Health becomes the norm. 
Sensors, AI, Real-Time analytics bridge the gap.

▷ Private-Public partnerships to provide 
infrastructure.

Reflections Greece
• Greece naturally rich in health human capital
• Major investment opportunity in “Silver 

Society Islands”. An earlier study funded by 
HeDA, estimates potential at 1,5% GDP

• Steer University Education to Medicine-
Technology Hybrids. Retract health 
professionals, adjust reward system to 
encourage new ventures. 

• Private-Public tie-ups.



Disruptive Technology
▷ Robotics & AI bring smart to new level. 
▷ Work re-invented, coding a core competence
▷ Bricks & Clicks is the retailing norm
▷ Products and brands need to demonstrate 

“social” engagement, “sensing”, analytics.
Product differentation based on e-credentials.

▷ Smart and Sensing is the new “Green”. Smart as 
credential to engage in business. 

▷ Smart Mobility, Smart Energy, Smart Security, 
Smart Governance, Smart Health, …

Reflections Greece
• Bricks & Clicks Greek NAP concepts. 

• Digital marketing, portfolio approach, e-
interaction.

• Core target Asian e-Malls with designated 
virtual outlets.



Global Integration
▷ By 2025, half of world’s billion-dollar+ 

companies will be in emerging markets
▷ Mega mergers in pursuit, to counter balance 

power shift and ensure scale & efficiency
▷ Convergence of earlier distinctive industries
▷ Eco-Systems convergence (customer 

databases, share of wallet integration)
▷ City / Private sector convergence
▷ Connectivity drives Convergence 

IoT, AI, Automation, Smart Consumer products 

Reflections Greece
• Greece traditionally @ small scale and proud for 

individual entrepreneurship and spare capacity. 
The scale imbalance will be magnified.

• Lateral (tiered) integration is a priority :
- Agriculture, Wine, Olive Oil, Cross Product NAP portfolios 
- Consolidate Logistical, Operational infrastructure
- Retail digital transformation (consolidation / e-shop merger)
- Large Private / City tie-ups aiming targeting tourist 

infrastructure, health tourism



Innovating to Zero
▷ By 2030 it will years 2 years to fully  replenish 

our annual resource use.
▷ Zero losses, Zero emissions, Zero accidents 

albeit idealistic are becoming business targets
▷ Renewable energy, Sensorization facilitates 

Sustainability
▷ Energy storage technologies catalyze “Zero”
▷ Distributed energy production (residential 

grid)

Reflections Greece
• Low sustainability awareness
• Renewable energy, twofold contribution: 

a)  contain Forex drain  and
b) Growth engine due to technology investment

• Greece naturally equipped with Sun and Wind.  
Residential Grid an excellent field of application



Crisis Economics
▷ Crisis-Prone Global Economy

- Accelerating Economic Shifts
- Rapid Innovation induces Shorter Business Cycles
- Drastic measures necessary to curb imbalance

▷ Complexity : No timely convergence, Exploit 
Adjacent markets, Lateral Integration

▷ The Retail Issue : No timely transition to “Bricks 
& Clicks” stresses Capital & Assets Employed

▷ Wealth polarization, stronger migrant moves, 
regional tension, increased conflict potential

▷ Sustainability challenge = resource scarcity = 
resource conflict = regional instability

▷ Sustainable & Livable Cities : No timely tie-ups 
to address demanding infrastructure

▷ Governance Gap, Lack of Leadership / Paradigm

Reflections Greece
• Greece suffers from the Economic Shift. 

Rebound is possible but will not be in same path.
• Global trends lay attractive opportunities, 
• “End-Purpose” mindset is vital to prevent   

crisis-dilution.



and a vital point on

Retail Landscape Shifts

Changing Retail Landscape

New proximity formats.
Hard Discounter spread.
Rapid E-commerce erosion, 
imacting margin

Lower Capital Gains

Reduction of key interest 
rates resulting in lower 
returns from short-term 
investments of net working 
capital 

Lesser Asset Appreciation

Changing shopping 
behaviour leading to lower 
preference of Mega formats, 
leading to decreasing 
realestate value

Retailer Total Shareholder Return Under Pressure
The nature of Megatrends will intensify pressure on retail profit pool

Key revenue and cost levers to improve Retail operational performance 

The Base : Private label, Customer Mix, Category Management

The Scope : Service fees, Price harmonization (cross-country / cross-retailer)

The Size : Accelerated consolidation and mergers to seek synergy and critical mass

The New : Bricks & Clicks hybrids, portfolio expansion, retail as a P2P / C2C hub



Pharma, Energy (renewable), Smart transformation, Wellness, 
Virtual Commerce, Cloud Analytics, Socially Smart Brands are all 
favoured by the established Megatrends 
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Private / State Tie-ups, City focus, continuous Agility, partnering 
(especially across adjacent markets), Consolidation are key enablers

Greece is naturally equipped in some key future industries, however challenged 
to overcome small scale entrepreneurship, defensiveness to consolidate and its 
defining “not invented here” syndrome.

Health and Wellness hospitality, portfolio driven NAP and Transformed Retail 
can provide the springboard for economic rebound and sustainable recovery. 

Retail is challenged by changing norms, demographics, divergence of 
consumer spend. Two possible directions:
a. downward spiral into “license to operate” fees
b. Step-up, consolidate, optimise, innovate into “bricks & clicks”



Thanks!
questions?

@gsklikas

about.me/sklikas


